BMFA EMBROIDERED HATS

CAPS
FLAME SKY/NAVY
RED, NAVY, BLACK

BUCKET HAT
NAVY ONLY

The flame hat may vary in colour due to stock availability.

SMAE GOODS
We have a small stock of SMAE items available (as listed below) to order please contact the office directly.
SMAE Cloth Badge,
SMAE Enamel Badge
SMAE Sticker

SIZE GUIDE
Medium = 40” chest
Large = 44” chest
XXL = 48” chest
XXL = 50” chest
BMFA EMBROIDERED CLOTHING

REGATTA FLEECE
NAVY/GREY

POLOSHIRT
NAVY

SWEATSHIRT
NAVY

BMFA PROMOTIONAL GOODS

5” BEAR

MODEL FLYING
SPORT – WITH BUILT-IN SATISFACTION